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Are compa
anies re
espons
sible
f the protec
for
ction off biodiv
versity??

In 1992
2, the United Nations
s Conventio
on on Biological Dive
ersity ackn
nowledged for the
first tim
me the cons
servation of
o biologica
al diversity
y as a “common conce
ern of huma
ankind.”
The pro
otection of biodiversity
y is now an
n integral ellement of business
b
diaalogue, butt beyond
the ubiq
quitous dec
clarations off principles , what concrete actio
ons do com panies take
e to limit
their im
mpacts on liffe and preve
ent the deg radation off ecosystems?
With a philosophy
y of partnership and e
exchange of
o information, Vigeo and Humanité et
ersité have collaborate
ed on the p
production of a new study.
s
Vige o, offering its own
Biodive
expertisse, analysed
d the integ
gration stra
ategies for the protection of b iodiversity
y of 127
Europea
an compan
nies in 9 different secctors. Huma
anité and Biodiversité sheds lightt on this
work by
y way of itts experience as an e
environmental NGO sp
pecialised i n the many issues
surroun
nding biodiv
versity today
y.
Among many disc
coveries, th
he study rev
veals:
‐

‐

‐

‐

A majority of the bus
sinesses su rveyed und
derstand the risks in n
not commu
unicating
ttheir philos
sophy on the protecti on of biodiversity: 74
4% of thosee surveyed refer to
biodiversity
y in their pu
ublically ava
ailable documentation.
Engagemen
nt is limite
ed and hetterogeneou
us: out of the nine sectors ev
valuated,
C
Constructio
on Materials
s showcase d the highe
est perform
mance, altho
ough still “a
average”
o
overall.
A minority of business
ses commit to reducing
g their nega
ative impactts on biodiv
versity in
a meaningfful way: the majority fo
ocus their energy on pa
articular isssues related
d to their
o
own effects
s on the ec
cosystem. I mpacts rela
ated to con
ntroversial p
practices in
n certain
sectors are rarely mentioned (GMO
Os, biofuels
s, etc…).
S
Stakeholderr influence heavily affe
ects compan
nies’ behaviiour with reegards to prrotecting
biodiversity
y: the morre a comp
pany finds itself subjjected to aallegations of bad
behaviour, the higher the level off engagement in favour of improvving its pres
servation
e
efforts.
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The study also lays out the innovative practices and managerial performances of the 20 most
advanced companies in the protection of biodiversity.
Nicole Notat, President of Vigeo, says: «The protection of biodiversity is a perfect example
of a subject that calls upon companies’ ability to think about their risks in the long-term, and
to prevent them before market rules and laws force them to do so. But don’t be misguided.
The actions of civil society and the progress of rules and innovations initiated by some
leading companies, though slight they may be, will raise the protection of biodiversity among
the key corporate responsibility factors for companies and investors».
Hubert Reeves, President of Humanité and Biodiversité, adds: «The interdependence
between companies and life is obvious. This is the ultimate objective. Companies can be and
must be a driving power for the development of another economic model integrating the
finiteness of resources that proposes fair production and consumption modes in balance with
the biosphere.»

For any further information or in order to receive the complete study :
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About Vigeo
Vigeo is the leading European expert in responsible performance. Founded in 2002 and headed by Nicole Notat,
Vigeo measures the performances and risks of companies with regard to six areas of corporate social
responsibility: environment, human rights, human resources, community involvement, business behaviour and
corporate governance.
Vigeo offers two lines of services through two business brands:
-

Vigeo rating –the way to responsible investment- offers a broad range of products and services to investors
seeking a sustainable and responsible performance of their investments;
Vigeo enterprise –the way to responsible management- conducts global CSR audits and benchmarks in
organizations of all sizes, public and private, support teams and integrate CSR/SRI criteria into business
functions and strategic operations.

Vigeo rating’s research meets high quality standards and is externally certified to the CSRR-QS2.1 standard.
Vigeo is present in Paris, Casablanca, Brussels, Milan, London and Tokyo and has more than a hundred
employees.
www.vigeo.com
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About Humanité and Biodiversité
Humanité and Biodiversité, presided by Hubert Reeves, is a Non Governmental Organization under the French
law « 1901 » (describing the terms of a nonprofit organization), certified by the French law “1976” on the
protection of nature and recognized of public utility. Descendent from the former Ligue Roc, building on
Théodore Monod’s legacy, Humanité and Biodiversité aims at helping human beings understand their
relationships with the diversity of life to which they belong and on which they depend, to reconcile the needs of
both life and societies.
Humanité and Biodiversité through advocay, exposes the consequences of the erosion of biodiversity in society
and drives solutions to address the challenges
The NGO makes recommendations to influence the decision-makers it ensures that laws are enacted and
proposes amendments when necessary, it raises awareness actions for all age groups.
With its members, Humanité and Biodiversité works in tandem with a network to promote wildlife: the nature
oasis.
For further information, please visit our community website : www.humanite-biodiversite.fr
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